Abstract. We generalize the notions of F-regular and F-pure rings to pairs (R, a t ) of rings R and ideals a ⊂ R with real exponent t > 0, and investigate these properties. These "F-singularities of pairs" correspond to singularities of pairs of arbitrary codimension in birational geometry. Via this correspondence, we prove a sort of Inversion of Adjunction of arbitrary codimension, which states that for a pair (X, Y ) of a smooth variety X and a closed subscheme Y X, if the restriction (Z, Y | Z ) to a normal Q-Gorenstein closed subvariety Z X is klt (resp. lc), then the pair (X, Y + Z) is plt (resp. lc) near Z.
Introduction
For the classification theory of higher dimensional algebraic varieties, it is important to study the singularities of a pair (X, Y ) of a normal variety X and a closed subscheme Y of X. The purpose of this paper is to investigate local properties of the pair (X, Y ), especially Inversion of Adjunction of arbitrary codimension, using the theory of tight closure.
Consider a pair (X, Y ) of a non-singular variety X over a field of characteristic zero and a formal combination Y = k i=1 t i Y i where Y i X are closed subschemes and t i > 0 are real numbers. Let Z X be a normal Q-Gorenstein closed subvariety of codimension r > 0 such that Z ⊂ ∪ k i=1 Y i . In case Z is a locally complete intersection variety, a result of Kollár [18] and Shokurov [23] says that the pair (Z, Y | Z ) is klt if and only if the pair (X, Y + rZ) is plt near Z. The lc case, which states (Z, Y | Z ) is lc if and only if (X, Y + rZ) is lc near Z, was proved by Ambro [2] when X is an affine space and Z is a non-degenerate hypersurface, by Ein, Mustaţǎ and Yasuda [4] via the theory of jet schemes and motivic integration when Z is a divisor, and recently by Ein and Mustaţǎ [3] when Z is a locally complete intersection variety. However, in the case where Z is not locally complete intersection, (X, Y + rZ) is not necessarily plt (resp. lc) near Z, even if (Z, Y | Z ) is klt (resp. lc) (cf. Example 3.14). In this paper, when Z is not necessarily locally complete intersection, assuming that (Z, Y | Z ) is klt (resp. lc), we give a lower bound for the lc-threshold of Z with respect to (X, Y ) (we refer to such statement as "a sort of Inversion of Adjunction of arbitrary codimension for klt (resp. lc) pairs" in this paper).
The notion of tight closure is a powerful tool in commutative algebra introduced by Hochster and Huneke [14] about fifteen years ago. There is a strong connection between the singularities arising in birational geometry and the singularities obtained from the theory of tight closure. For example, for a Q-Gorenstein normal local ring R of characteristic zero, Spec R has only log terminal singularities if and only if R is of F-regular type, and if R is of dense F-pure type, then Spec R has only log canonical singularities (see [7] , [10] , [21] and [24] ). As an analog of singularities of pairs in birational geometry, we generalize the notions of F-regular and F-pure rings to those for pairs (R, a t ) of rings R and ideals a ⊂ R with real exponent t > 0, and even more, those for several ideals (Definition 3.1). We look into those properties, and we prove a generalization of "F-inversion of Adjunction" [10, Theorem 4.9] .
Theorem 3.11. Let (R, m) be an F-finite regular local ring of characteristic p > 0 and I R an unmixed reduced ideal. Let a 1 , . . . , a k be ideals of R and t 1 , . . . , t k > 0 real numbers. We denote S = R/I. If the pair (S, (a 1 S) t 1 · · · (a k S) t k ) is F-pure (resp. strongly F-regular), then the pair (R, Ia
is F-pure (resp. purely F-regular).
A pair (R, a t ) of a Q-Gorenstein normal local ring R of characteristic zero and an ideal a ⊂ R with real exponent t > 0 is of strongly F-regular type if and only if the pair (Spec R, t · V (a)) is klt (cf. [12, Theorem 6.8] ), and if the pair (R, a t ) is of dense F-pure type (resp. purely F-regular type), then (Spec R, t · V (a)) is lc (resp. plt) (Proposition 3.8). As an application of Theorem 3.11, via the above correspondence between singularities of pairs and "F-singularities of pairs," we obtain a sort of Inversion of Adjunction of arbitrary codimension for klt pairs. On the other hand, the equivalence of lc pairs and pairs of dense F-pure type is still open (we do not know whether lc pairs are of dense F-pure type), hence we cannot derive the lc case from Theorem 3.11 directly. Thus we need other techniques.
Hara [8] and Smith [25] independently proved that in a normal Q-Gorenstein ring R of characteristic zero, the multiplier ideal J (R) associated to the unit ideal corresponds to the test ideal τ (R) which plays a central role in the theory of tight closure. Recently Hara and Yoshida [12] introduced a generalization of the test ideal, which is the ideal τ (a t ) associated to a given ideal a with real exponent t > 0, and they extended Hara and Smith's result: the multiplier ideal J (a t ) associated to a given ideal a with real exponent t > 0 in a normal Q-Gorenstein ring R of characteristic zero coincides, after reduction to characteristic p ≫ 0, with the ideal τ (a t ). Since lc pairs are characterized by multiplier ideals (Lemma 1.3), using some results about the ideal τ (a t ) which are shown by a similar argument to the proof of Theorem 3.11 (Corollary 3.13, etc.), we prove the lc case of Theorem 4.1 via the correspondence of J (a t ) and τ (a t ). The case where Z is a divisor was proved by Ein, Mustaţǎ and Yasuda [4, Corollary 1.8], and we give another proof of their result by characteristic p methods.
Singularities of pairs and multiplier ideal sheaves
We use the theory of singularities of pairs and multiplier ideal sheaves. Our main references are [17] for the theory of singularities of pairs and [20] for the theory of multiplier ideal sheaves. However, as we work with pairs of arbitrary codimension, we review some extensions to this setting of the definitions we need.
Let X be a Q-Gorenstein normal variety over a field of characteristic zero and Y = k i=1 t i Y i a formal combination where t i > 0 are real numbers and Y i X are closed subschemes defined by ideal sheaves a i ⊂ Ø X . Suppose f : X → X is a birational morphism from a normal variety X such that all ideal sheaves a i Ø X = Ø X (−G i ) are invertible. Let K X and K X denote canonical divisors of X and X, respectively. The relative canonical divisor K X/X = K X − f * K X is a Q-divisor supported on the exceptional locus Exc(f ) of f . Then, for all the irreducible (not necessarily exceptional) divisors E on X, there are real numbers a(E, X, Y ) such that
The number a(E, X, Y ) is called the discrepancy of E with respect to the pair (X, Y ). Definition 1.1. Let (X, Y ) be the same as above. A divisor over (X, Y ) means an irreducible divisor on some normal variety X with a birational morphism f : X → X such that all a i Ø X are invertible.
(i) We say that the pair (X, Y ) is log canonical (or lc for short) if a(E, X, Y ) ≥ −1 for all divisors E over (X, Y ) (that is, E runs through all the irreducible divisors of all birational morphisms X → X such that a i Ø X is invertible for every i = 1, . . . , k). (ii) We say that the pair (X, Y ) is Kawamata log terminal (or klt for short) if a(E, X, Y ) > −1 for all divisors E over (X, Y ). (iii) We say that the pair (X, Y ) is purely log terminal (or plt for short) if a(E, X, Y ) ≥ −1 for all divisors E over (X, Y ) which dominate some ir-
(iv) Suppose f : X → X is a log resolution of the pair (X, Y ), that is, f is a proper birational morphism with X non-singular such that all ideal sheaves a i Ø X = Ø X (−G i ) are invertible, and ∪ k i=1 Supp G i ∪Exc(f ) is a simple normal crossing divisor (Hironaka [13] proved that log resolutions always exist). Then the multiplier ideal sheaf J (X, a
k ) associated to a 1 , . . . , a k with exponents t 1 , . . . , t k is defined to be the ideal sheaf
The Multiplier ideal sheaf does not depend on the choice of a log resolution f : X → X. The conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 1.1 are checked by examining discrepancies of irreducible divisors on some log resolution X of the pair (X, Y ). The condition (iii) is checked by examining discrepancies of irreducible divisors on a log resolution X of (X, Y ) such that m j=1 E j is smooth, where E 1 , . . . , E m are all irreducible divisors on X which dominate some irreducible component of
The notions of klt, plt and lc pairs are local. We say that the pair (X, Y ) is klt (resp. plt, lc) at a point x ∈ X if the pair (U, Y | U ) is klt (resp. plt, lc) for some neighborhood U of x. Then the pair (X, Y ) is klt (resp. plt, lc) if and only if (X, Y ) is klt (resp. plt, lc) at every point x ∈ X.
(3) The pair (X, Y ) is klt if and only if J (X, a
Like klt pairs, we can characterize lc pairs in terms of multiplier ideals. (1) If there exists a nonzero ideal sheaf I ⊆ Ø X such that for every 0 < s < 1,
X be the non-klt locus of X with the reduced induced closed subscheme structure and we denote by I Z ⊆ Ø X the defining ideal of Z. Then the pair (X, Y ) is lc if and only if
Proof. (1) Take a common log resolution f : X → X of a 1 , . . . , a k and I so that
Choosing s very close to 1, we see that the coefficient of K X/X − k i=1 t i G i in each irreducible component is greater than or equal to −1. (2) Assume that the pair (X, Y ) is lc. Let f : X → X be a common log resolution of a 1 , . . . , a k and I Z so that
Here we decompose ⌈K X/X ⌉ = K + − K − , where K + and K − are effective divisors on X which have no common component. Notice that K − is reduced or zero, because the pair (X, Y ) is lc and in particular X has only log canonical singularities. By the definition of Z and Remark 1.2 (4), I Z is equal to the multiplier ideal sheaf
Since the pair (X, Y ) is lc, that is, the coefficient of
Nakayama [22] introduced the notion of admissible pairs as an analog of klt pairs in the absence of Q-Gorensteinness. The pair (X, ∆) is called strictly admissible if there exist a resolution of singularities f : X → X and a Q-divisor E on X satisfying the following conditions:
is strictly admissible for any λ.
Remark 1.5. The notion of admissible pairs is a generalization of the notion of klt pairs: under the condition that K X + ∆ is R-Cartier, (X, ∆) is admissible if and only if (X, ∆) is klt (see [22, Lemma A.1.7] ). Refer to [22] for other properties of admissible pairs.
Hara and Watanabe [10] defined the notion of strong F-regularity for a pair (R, D) of a normal ring R and an effective R-divisor D on Spec R (refer to [10] and [27] for the definition and basic properties, and see also Remark 3.2). We say that a pair (X, ∆) of a normal variety X over a field of characteristic zero and an effective R-divisor ∆ on X is of strongly F-regular type if the pair (Ø X,x , ∆ x ) is of strongly F-regular type for all points x ∈ X. By virtue of [27, Corollary 3.4] , admissible pairs are of strongly F-regular type. Lemma 1.6. Let X be a normal variety over a field of characteristic zero and ∆ an effective R-divisor on X. If the pair (X, ∆) is admissible, then (X, ∆) is of strongly F-regular type. , the pair (U, ∆| U ) is also of strongly F-regular type. Since strong F-regularity is a local property, we conclude that (X, ∆) is of strongly F-regular type.
Brief review on a generalization of test ideals
The notion of tight closure was introduced by Hochster and Huneke [14] by using the Frobenius map in characteristic p > 0. The test ideal τ (R) of a ring R of characteristic p > 0 is an important object in the theory of tight closure. Hara and Yoshida [12] introduced a generalization of the test ideal, which is the ideal τ (a t ) associated to a given ideal a with real exponent t > 0, and investigated properties of that ideal. In this section, we briefly review the definition and fundamental properties of the ideal τ (a t ) which we need later. Refer to [12] for the proofs.
In this paper, all rings are reduced commutative rings with unity. For a ring R, we denote by R
• the set of elements of R which are not in any minimal prime ideal. Let R be a ring of characteristic p > 0 and F : R → R the Frobenius map which sends x ∈ R to x p ∈ R. For an integer e > 0, the ring R viewed as an R-module via the e-times iterated Frobenius map F e : R → R is denoted by e R. Since R is assumed to be reduced, we can identify F e : R → e R with the natural inclusion map R ֒→ R 1/p e . We say that R is F-finite if 1 R (or R 1/p ) is a finitely generated R-module. We always assume that all rings of characteristic p > 0 are F-finite throughout this paper.
Let R be a ring of characteristic p > 0 and M an R-module. For each integer e > 0, we denote
R and regard it as an R-module by the action of R on e R from the right. Then we have the induced e-times iterated Frobenius map F e : M → F e (M). The image of z ∈ M via this map is denoted by
R . When R is regular, the Frobenius functor F e R has a nice property. Lemma 2.1. ( [19] ) Let R be a regular ring of characteristic p > 0. Then for every integer e > 0, F e R is an exact functor, that is, R ֒→ R 1/p e is flat.
Now we recall the definition of a
. . , a k be ideals of a ring R of characteristic p > 0 and N ⊆ M R-modules. Given real numbers t 1 , . . . , t k > 0, the
of N in M is defined to be the submodule of M consisting of all elements z ∈ M for which there exists c ∈ R
• such that
for all large q = p e , where ⌈t i q⌉ is the least integer which is greater than or equal 
F-singularities of pairs
Hara and Watanabe [10] defined the notions of F-regularity and F-purity for a pair (R, ∆) of a normal ring R of characteristic p > 0 and an effective R-divisor ∆ on Spec R. In this section, we introduce the notions of F-regularity and F-purity for a pair (R, a t ) of a ring R of characteristic p > 0 and an ideal a ⊂ R with real exponent t > 0, and examine these properties.
Definition 3.1. Let a 1 , . . . , a k be ideals of an F-finite reduced ring R of characteristic p > 0 and t 1 , . . . , t k > 0 real numbers.
(i) The pair (R, a
is said to be F-pure (or R is said to be F-pure with respect to a 1 , . . . , a k and t 1 , . . . , t k ) if for all large q = p e , there exists an element d ∈ a
is said to be strongly F-regular (or R is said to be strongly F-regular with respect to a 1 , . . . , a k and t 1 , . . . , t k ) if for every c ∈ R
• , there exist q = p e and d ∈ a
is said to be purely F-regular (or R is said to be purely F-regular with respect to a 1 , . . . , a k and t 1 , . . . , t k ) if for every element c ∈ R
• which is not in any minimal prime ideal of a 1 · · · a k , there exists q ′ such that for all q = p e ≥ q ′ and for some d ∈ a
splits as an R-module homomorphism.
(1) By definition, the pure F-regularity with respect to the unit ideal is equivalent to the strong F-regularity with respect to the unit ideal. A ring R is F-pure (resp. strongly F-regular) if and only if R is F-pure (resp. purely F-regular) with respect to the unit ideal R. Refer to [16] , [14] and [15] for properties of F-pure and strongly F-regular rings.
(2) We have analogous notions of strong F-regularity and F-purity for a pair (R, ∆) of a normal ring R of characteristic p > 0 and an effective R-divisor ∆ on Spec R. See [10] and [27] 
• and t i ∈ R >0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then the F-purity (resp. strong F-regularity) of the pair (R, a
is the same as the F-purity (resp. strong F-regularity) of the pair (R, ∆).
(3) We can generalize the notion of global F-regularity introduced in [11] , [26] and consider the global version of strong F-regularity with respect to ideal sheaves I 1 , . . . , I k and real numbers t 1 , . . . , t k > 0, by using the e-Frobenius splitting along an effective Cartier divisor
Refer to [26] for Frobenius splitting along a divisor and global F-regularity.
We collect some basic properties of "F-singularities of pairs." Proposition 3.3. Let a 1 , . . . , a k be ideals of an F-finite reduced ring R of characteristic p > 0 and t 1 , . . . , t k > 0 real numbers.
(1) If the pair (R, a
is strongly F-regular (resp. F-pure), then so is the pair (R, b
(2) A strongly F-regular pair is purely F-regular, and a purely F-regular pair is F-pure.
is strongly F-regular if and only if for every c ∈ R
• , there exists q ′ such that for all q = p e ≥ q ′ and for some d ∈ a
Proof. (1) is obvious. Since (2) immediately follows from (3), we prove only (3). The sufficiency is clear. To show the necessity, choose an element a ∈ R • such that aa
Since the pair (R, a
• , there exist a power q ′ of p and an
Since R is in particular F-pure by (1), the map R 1/q ′ ֒→ R 1/qq ′ splits for all q = p e . Therefore the composite map R
e . This map is factorized into
splits for all powers q = p e ≥ q ′ and for some element d ∈ a
Lemma 3.4. Let (R, m) be an F-finite reduced local ring of characteristic p > 0. Let a 1 , . . . , a k be ideals of R and t 1 , . . . , t k > 0 real numbers. We denote by E R the injective hull of the residue field R/m and by F e : E R → E R ⊗ R R 1/q the induced e-times iterated Frobenius map on E R .
(1) The pair (R, a
is F-pure if and only if for all large q = p e , there exists an element d ∈ a
is purely F-regular if and only if for every element c ∈ R
is strongly F-regular if and only if for every element c ∈ R
• , there exist q = p e and d ∈ a 
is surjective. By the local duality, the Matlis dual of Hom R (R 1/q , R) is isomorphic to the R-module E R ⊗ R R 1/q . Therefore the surjectivity of the above map is equivalent to the injectivity of the map
Thus the assertion follows.
Corollary 3.5. Under the assumption of Lemma 3.4, (R, a
In particular when R is a normal QGorenstein local ring, this is equivalent to the condition that τ (R, a
Proof. Assume that the pair (R, a
is strongly F-regular and fix any element z ∈ 0 * a
. By definition, there exists c ∈ R
• such that cdF e (z) = 0 for all q = p e ≫ 0 and for all d ∈ a
. Since the pair (R, a
is strongly F-regular, by Proposition 3.3 (3) and Lemma 3.4, there exist q = p e ≫ 0 and d ∈ a
Conversely suppose that 0 * a such that cdF e (z) = 0, that is, cdF e is injective on (0 : m) E R . Since E R is an essential extension of (0 : m) E R , cdF e itself is injective. By Lemma 3.4, this implies that the pair (R, a
is strongly F-regular. Lemma 3.6. Let R be an F-finite reduced ring of characteristic p > 0 and c ∈ R
• an element such that the localization R c with respect to c is strongly F-regular. Then, for any ideals a 1 , . . . , a k ⊆ R and for any real numbers t 1 , . . . , t k > 0, the pair (R, a 
Taking′′ -th roots, we obtain an R 1/qq ′′ -linear map
Since by assumption it is easily shown that R is F-pure, there exists an
By composing these maps, we have the following R-module homomorphism
, the pair (R, a
is strongly F-regular. The notions of F-regularity and F-purity are also defined for a pair (R, a t ) of a ring R of characteristic zero and an ideal a ⊂ R with real exponent t > 0. Definition 3.7. Let R be a reduced algebra essentially of finite type over a field k of characteristic zero, t 1 , . . . , t k > 0 real numbers, and a 1 , · · · , a k ideals of R. The pair (R, a
is said to be of F-pure type (resp. strongly F-regular type, purely F-regular type) if there exist a finitely generated Z-subalgebra A of k and a reduced subalgebra R A of R essentially of finite type over A which satisfy the following conditions:
is F-pure (resp. strongly F-regular, purely Fregular) for every closed point s in a dense open subset of Spec A, where κ = κ(s) denotes the residue field of s ∈ Spec A, R κ = R A ⊗ A κ(s) and a κi = a Ai R κ ⊂ R κ for every i = 1, . . . , k. The pair (R, a
is said to be of dense F-pure type if in the above condition (ii) "dense open" is replaced by "dense."
By virtue of Theorem 2.8 and Corollary 3.5, a pair (R, a t ) of a Q-Gorenstein normal local ring R of characteristic zero and an ideal a ⊂ R with real exponent t > 0 is of strongly F-regular type if and only if the pair (Spec R, t · V (a)) is klt. We show that if the pair (R, a t ) is of purely F-regular type (resp. dense F-pure type), then (Spec R, t · V (a)) is plt (resp. lc). X are closed subschemes defined by nonzero ideals a i ⊂ R. If the pair (R, a
is of dense F-pure type (resp. purely F-regular type, strongly F-regular type), then the pair (X, Y ) is lc (resp. plt, klt).
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that in [10, Theorem 3.3] . We only prove the purely F-regular case, because the other cases also follow from a similar argument.
Let f : X → X be an arbitrary proper birational morphism with X normal such that all ideal sheaves a i Ø X = Ø X (−G i ) are invertible. Then there are finitely many irreducible divisors E j on X such that
where a j are real numbers chosen as
Considering the reduction to characteristic p ≫ 0, we may assume that R, a 1 , . . . , a k , f , etc. are defined over a field of characteristic p > 0.
Assume that the pair (R, a
is purely F-regular. Choose some element c ∈ R
• which is not in any minimal prime ideal of a 1 · · · a k such that v E j (c) is not less than the coefficient of k i=1 G i in E j for every j = m + 1, . . . , n, where v E j is the valuation of E j . Then by definition, for sufficiently large q = p e and for some d ∈ a
1/q derived from the adjunction formula, we may regard φ and ψ as rational sections of the sheaf ω 
where (φ) 0 and (φ) ∞ (resp. (ψ) 0 and (ψ) ∞ ) are the divisors of zeros and poles of φ (resp. ψ) as a rational section of ω
By definition, D φ and D ψ are linearly equivalent to (1 − q)K X , and (φ) ∞ and (ψ) ∞ are f -exceptional divisors. We denote
Claim. The coefficient of D φ in each irreducible component is less than or equal to q − 1.
Proof of Claim. Assume to the contrary that there exists an irreducible component D φ,0 of D φ whose coefficient is greater than q − 1. Then φ lies in
and gives a splitting of the map Ø X ′ ֒→ Ø X ′ (qD φ,0 ) 1/q . This map, however, factors through Ø X ′ (D φ,0 ) and Ø X ′ ֒→ Ø X ′ (D φ,0 ) never splits as an Ø X ′ -module homomorphism. This is a contradiction.
D ψ and then B is Q-linearly equivalent to −K X , so that f * B is Q-linearly equivalent to −K X . Hence f * B is an effective Q-Cartier divisor and
Since
for 1 ≤ j ≤ m and is less than 1 for m + 1 ≤ j ≤ n, where M is a constant and independent of q. By taking q = p e sufficiently large, we see that the coefficient of (1) The pair (S, (a 1 S)
is F-pure if and only if for all large q = p e , a
is purely F-regular if and only if for every element c ∈ R \ I which is not in any minimal prime ideal of a 1 · · · a k + I, there exists q ′ such that for every q = p e ≥ q ′ , ca
is strongly F-regular if and only if for every element c ∈ R \ I, there exists q = p e such that ca
. By Proposition 3.3 (3), this is equivalent to saying that for every element c ∈ R \ I, there exists q ′ such that for every q = p e ≥ q ′ , ca
Proof. The proof is similar to those in [5] , [6] and [10] . We may assume without loss of generality that (R, m) is a d-dimensional complete regular local ring. Let E R and E S be injective hulls of the residue fields of R and S respectively. Since R is regular, in particular Gorenstein,
We can identify E R with E R ⊗ R R 1/q via the identification of R with R 1/q and view E S as a submodule of E R via the isomorphism E S ∼ = (0 : I) E R ⊂ E R . E R and E S have the one-dimensional socle in common, and let z ∈ E R a generator of the socle. Since R ֒→ R 1/q is flat by Lemma 2.1, via the identification R ∼ = R 1/q , we have
Here notice that by the Matlis duality (cf. [8, Lemma 3.3] ), I(0 :
) the e-times iterated Frobenius map induced on E R (resp. E S ). By the above argument, dF e S : E S → E S ⊗ S S 1/q is injective if and only if dF e S (z) = 0 if and only if dF
. Thus, by Lemma 3.4, the pair (S, (a 1 S)
. (2) and (3) are derived from a similar argument.
Remark 3.10. Thanks to Corollary 3.5 and Lemma 3.6, Lemma 3.9 (3) has a few variants. Assume that one of the following conditions is satisfied.
(a) S is Q-Gorenstein and the image of an element c ∈ R \ I in S is an (a 1 S)
is an element such that the localization S c = R c /IR c with respect to c is strongly F-regular. Then the pair (S, (a 1 S)
is strongly F-regular if and only if there exists q = p e such that ca
The following theorem is a generalization of "F-inversion of Adjunction" [10, Theorem 4.9].
Theorem 3.11. Let (R, m) be an F-finite regular local ring of characteristic p > 0 and I
) for all large q = p e . Therefore it suffices to show that (I [q] : I) ⊂ I q−1 for every q = p e . Fix any element u ∈ (I [q] : I) and any power
where n is the maximal integer which is not greater than l/e. Let I = ∩ m i=1 P i be the irredundant prime decomposition of I, that is, P i are minimal prime ideals of I. Note that, by [5, Lemma 4 
Proof of Claim. Let x i,1 , . . . , x i,h be a regular system of parameters of R P i , and denote
Therefore we can write in
where a i,j ∈ R P i for every j = 0, 1, . . . , h. Then
.
we obtain the inclusion
it follows from the above claim that
. Taking the (q − 1)-th powers of both sides and abbreviating b = {h(p e−1 − 1) + 1}(q − 1), we have
for every Q ≥ q. Notice that b does not depend on Q. Thus u ∈ (I q−1 ) * = I q−1 , because every ideal is tightly closed in case the ring is regular (see [14, Theorem 4.6] ).
Next we suppose that the pair (S, (a 1 S)
is strongly F-regular. We may assume that I does not contain a i for any i = 1, . . . , k. Thanks to Lemma 3.9, the pair (S, (a 1 S)
is strongly F-regular (resp. purely F-regular) if and only if for every element c ∈ R\I (resp. for every element c ∈ R
• which is not in any minimal prime ideal of Ia 1 · · · a k ), there exists q ′ such that for every q = p e ≥ q ′ , ca
). Since S is strongly F-regular by Proposition 3.3 (1), I is a minimal prime ideal of Ia 1 · · · a k . Thus it is enough to show that (I [q] : I) ⊂ I q−1 for every q = p e , but it has been already proved in the F-pure case.
(2) First we consider the F-pure case. Thanks to Lemma 3.9, it is enough to prove that I h(q−1) ⊂ (I [q] : I) for all q = p e . Let I = ∩ m i=1 P i be the irredundant prime decomposition of I. By Lemma 2.1, an element x ∈ R
• is a nonzero divisor on R/P i if and only if x is a nonzero divisor on R/P [q] i . Hence, if x is a nonzero divisor on R/P i , then x is a nonzero divisor on R/(P
Since R P i is a regular local ring of dimension h, 
Next we suppose that the pair (R, I h a
is purely F-regular. Since every a i contains I by assumption, then all the minimal prime ideals of Ia 1 · · · a k are minimal prime ideals of I. Therefore, by Lemma 3.9, it is sufficient to show that I h(q−1) ⊂ (I [q] : I) for all q = p e , but it has been already proved in the F-pure case.
Proof. By [9, Proposition 3.2], we may assume without loss of generality that R is complete. Let E R = E R (R/m) (resp. E S = E S (S/mS)) be the injective hull of the residue field of R (resp. S). For q = p e , let F
1/q ) be the e-times iterated Frobenius map induced on E R (resp. E S ). We can view E S as a submodule of E R via the isomorphism E S ∼ = (0 :
We choose a sufficiently large q = p e so that ⌈tq⌉ ≤ q − 1. By the proof of Theorem 3.11, we have (I [q] : I) ⊂ I q−1 ⊂ I ⌈tq⌉ . Hence
By the same argument as that of Lemma 3.9, for all large q = p e ,
Since R is complete, we have 0 * I t a
Since S is Q-Gorenstein, by Definition-Theorem 2.6 and the above claim, we have
Example 3.14. For a pair (R, a) of an F-finite strongly F-regular ring R of characteristic p > 0 and an ideal a ⊂ R, we denote by c(R, a) the F-pure threshold of a, that is,
See [28] for properties and computations of F-pure thresholds.
be the rational double point of type E 8 over a field k of characteristic p > 5 and m the maximal ideal of R. By Lemma 3.9, the pair (R, m t ) is F-pure if and only if for all large q = p e , (
Hence the F-pure threshold c(R, m) is bounded by the supremum of all real numbers t > 0 such that for all large q = p e ,
Thus we have c(R, m) ≤ 1/6, particularly R is not F-pure with respect to m, while R/m is a field and in particular strongly F-regular. (ii) Let R = k[X 1 , . . . , X d ] be a polynomial ring of dimension d ≥ 3 over a field k of characteristic p > 0 and
Then I is an ideal of height d−1 and R/I is F-pure. On the other hand, since the Newton polytope P (I) associated to I is {u 1 and in particular the pair (R, for all q = p e , by Lemma 3.9, the pair (S, I 5 ) is not strongly F-regular, that is, c(S, I) ≤ 5. Thus the pair (S, I
7 ) is not F-pure, while S/I is toric and in particular strongly F-regular (or klt).
Inversion of Adjunction of arbitrary codimension
As an application of Theorem 3.11, we prove a sort of Inversion of Adjunction of arbitrary codimension for klt pairs. is plt near Z.
Proof. The questions are local, so we may assume that X = Spec R and Z = Spec S, where R is a regular local ring essentially of finite type over a field of characteristic zero and S = R/I with I a nonzero ideal of R.
(1) By Lemma 1.6, the pair (Z, ∆| Z ) is of strongly F-regular type. Since ∆ is an effective R-Cartier divisor, we can write ∆ = l j=1 s j · div(f j ) with f j ∈ R
• and s j ∈ R >0 for all j = 1, . . . , l. By Remark 3.2, the strong F-regularity of the pair (Z, ∆| Z ) is equivalent to the strong F-regularity of the pair (S, (f 1 S)
, hence it follows from Theorem 3.11 that the pair (R, f
is of purely Fregular type. By Proposition 3.8, the pair (X, ∆ + Z) is plt near Z.
(2) Let a i ⊂ R be the defining ideal of the closed subscheme Y i X for all i = 1, . . . , n. By virtue of Theorem 2.8 and Corollary 3.5, the pair (S, (a 1 S) Proof. The question is local, so we may assume that X = Spec R and Z = Spec S, where R is a regular local ring essentially of finite type over a field of characteristic zero with the maximal ideal m and S = R/I with I ⊂ R an ideal of positive height. Let J ⊆ R be the reduced ideal containing I which defines the non-klt locus of Z and we denote by a i ⊂ R the nonzero ideal associated to the closed subscheme Y i for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Since the pair (Z, Y | Z ) is lc, thanks to Lemma 1.3, we have
for every 0 < s < 1. Now fix 0 < s < 1 and we consider the reduction from characteristic zero to characteristic p ≫ 0. Then it follows from Theorem 2.8 that
Then the following claim is essential.
Claim. τ (R, a
Proof of Claim. We may assume without loss of generality that R is complete. Let E R = E R (R/m) (resp. E S = E S (S/mS)) be the injective hull of the residue field of R (resp. S). For q = p e , let F e R : E R → E R ⊗ R 1/q (resp. F e S : E S → E S ⊗ S 1/q ) be the e-times iterated Frobenius map induced on E R (resp. E S ). Since JS ⊂ τ (S, (a 1 S)
= 0 by definition. We identify E S with (0 : I) E R ⊂ E R and fix an element y ∈ (0 : Jm) E S \ (0 : J) E S . Then y does not belong to 0 * (a 1 S) st 1 ···(a k S) st k (JS) s E S , that is, for every c ∈ R \ I, there exists q = p e such that ca On the other hand, for every minimal prime ideal P of J, by the definition of the ideal J, Spec S P is not klt, in particular not strongly F-regular (cf. [10, Theorem 3.3] ). Therefore, by Lemma 3.9, there exists some c P ∈ R \ I such that for every power Q of p, c P (I [Q] : I)R P = c P ((IR P ) [Q] : IR P ) ⊂ (P R P ) [Q] .
Since P [Q] = (P R P )
[Q] ∩ R by Lemma 2.1, c P (I [Q] : I) ⊂ P [Q] for every minimal prime ideal P of J. Since J is reduced, by the flatness of the Frobenius map again, there exists some c ∈ R \ I such that for some q = p e . Since the unit element 1 is an a Finally we remark on a sort of Adjunction of arbitrary codimension. We expect that pairs of dense F-pure type (resp. purely F-regular type) correspond to lc (resp. plt) pairs, and Theorem 3.11 (2) suggests the following conjecture. 
